THE POWER OF PODCASTING FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING
HELLO!

Chris Hitchcock @CHitch94

Amy Presley @STLinOK
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FAVORITE PODCASTS

Share your favorite social studies related podcasts.
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WHAT IS PODCASTING?
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WHY PODCAST?
WHEN SHOULD YOU PODCAST?
HOW DO YOU PODCAST?
PODCAST CREATION TOOLS

Hi-Q MP3
VOICE RECORDER

With automatic backup to
- Google Drive
- Dropbox
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PODCAST CREATION TOOLS

Synth Beta
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FAVORITE PODCASTS

Share your favorite social studies related podcasts on the Padlet wall (QR code).
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FAVORITE PODCASTS

- SINICA
- OTTOMAN HISTORY PODCAST
- UfahamuAFRICA
FAVORITE PODCASTS

A student-created podcast & a sample/model they might follow
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WHERE TO GO FOR HELP

Episodes 75-78

DITCH THAT TEXTBOOK
Matt Miller

Free Technology for Teachers
written by Richard Byrne

Episodes 75-78

TOSAs @TosasTalkinTech

Talking Tech

Listenwise

npr

WE ARE TEACHERS
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THANKS!

Any questions?
You can find us at
@CHitch94 chrhitch@indiana.edu
@STLinOK apresley@baschools.org
goo.gl/P3o3p6
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- Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
- Photographs by Unsplash